Inteplast
Agricultural Boxes

Made in the U.S.A., all of our patented produce packaging is recyclable, durable, and will keep vegetables and fruit fresh during transportation.
**Sustainer™ Corn Boxes**

**Features & Benefits**

- Folds together easily with V tab
- Cover closes easily
- 30% better stacking strength than previous versions
- Same footprint as RPC
- Column stack or cross stack
- Cooling holes all line up when column stacked or cross stacked
- Banding tabs
- 1.3 bushel capacity, 48 ears
- 8.5" and 10" boxes are available
- Patented locking system with Patent No. US9527622
- Easy handling, easy to stack and store from farm to shelf
Greens Boxes

Features & Benefits

- Folds together easily with V tab
- Cover closes easily
- 30% better stacking strength than previous versions
- Column stack or cross stack
- Cooling holes all line up when column stacked or cross stacked
- 1.3 bushel capacity
- Patented locking system with Patent No. US9527622

For patent information, please visit www.inteplast.com/patents
Cabbage Boxes

Features & Benefits

- Folds together easily with V tab
- Cover closes easily
- 30% better stacking strength than previous versions
- Column stack or cross stack

- Cooling holes all line up when column stacked or cross stacked
- 1.9 bushel capacity
- Patented locking system with Patent No. US9527622
Squash Boxes

Features & Benefits

• Folds together easily with V tab
• Cover closes easily
• Column stack or cross stack
• Half bushel capacity
• Patented locking system with Patent No. US9527622
1 1/9 Bushel Vegetable Boxes

Features & Benefits
- Folds together easily with V tab
- Cover closes easily
- 30% better stacking strength than previous versions
- Column stack or cross stack
- Cooling holes all line up when column stacked or cross stacked
- 1 1/9 bushel capacity
- Patented locking system Patent No. US9527622

Green Bean Boxes

Features & Benefits
- Folds together easily with V tab
- Cover closes easily
- 30% better stacking strength than previous versions
- Column stack or cross stack
- Cooling holes all line up when column stacked or cross stacked
- 1 bushel capacity
- Patented locking system Patent No. US9527622
Bulk Bin Boxes

Features & Benefits

• Available in 40 x 48 x 40 or 48 x 40 x 20
• Folds flat within the covers for reuse
• Fit in a truck with two high stacked
• Patented lock hold the bin firmly together
• Cooling holes allow drainage
• Ideal for moving bulk corn for repacking
• Very light weight compared to molded bins which allows for more bins per truckload
• Patent pending

Bulk Bin Assembly
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Contact

TEL: 1-800-452-2117 (x1)

intepro@inteplast.com

www.inteplast.com

OFFICE: 9 Peach Tree Hill Rd., Livingston, NJ 07039
PLANT: 101 Inteplast Blvd., Lolita, TX 77971
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